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The determination of configurational energies in terms of effective cluster interactions in substi-

tutionally disordered alloys from a knowledge of the alloy electronic structure is examined within
the methods of concentration waves (CW) and the generalized perturbation method (GPM), and
for the first time within the embedded-cluster method (ECM). It is shown that the ECM provides
the exact summation to all orders of the effective cluster interaction expansions obtained in the
partially renormalized GPM. The connection between the various methods (CW, GPM, and
ECM) is discussed and illustrated by means of numerical calculations for model one-dimensional
tight-binding (TB) systems and for TB Hamiltonians chosen to describe Pd-V alloys. These calcu-
lations, and the formal considerations presented in the body of the paper, show the complete
equivalence of converged GPM summations within specific clusters and the ECM. In addition, it
is shown that an exact expansion of the configurational energy can be obtained in terms of fully re-
normalized effective cluster interactions. In principle, these effective cluster interactions can be
used in conjunction with statistical models to determine stable ordered structures at low tempera-
tures and alloy phase diagrams.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of phase formation and stability of substitu-
tional or interstitial solid solutions can be undertaken
most efficiently on the knowledge of accurate approxi-
mations to the configurational energy (and entropy) and
on the use of appropriate statistical models. Such mod-
els are most often formulated in terms of effective mul-
tisite interactions, e.g. , pair, triplet, etc. , which can be
used to represent the configurational energy of the sys-
tem under study. These interactions can either be in-
ferred experimentally, determined within phenomenolog-
ical theories, or obtained as the result of fitting pro-
cedures in specific statistical models. Such determina-
tions have been employed in most applications in the
past. However, during the last few years a first-
principles calculation of these interactions on the basis
of the electronic structure of substitutionally disordered
alloys has become possible. This paper, as a contribu-
tion in this direction, addresses specifically the calcula-
tion of ordering energies in terms of uniquely defined,
concentration-dependent effective cluster interactions in
substitutional alloys. These cluster interactions can be
used in conjunction with statistical models in the study
of various alloy properties, e.g. , stable ordered structures
at low temperature and the construction of alloy phase
diagrams.

Our discussion will be presented for the case of binary
solid solutions, although some of our results will have

implications in the more general case of multicomponent
alloys. In this discussion we attempt to bring together
and present in a unifying light three distinct and ap-
parently diverse methods for the study of alloy ordering:
the methods of concentration waves' ' (CW) and the
generalized perturbation method ' (GPM), both pro-
posed and used previously in the study of alloy phase
stability, and for the first time the embedded-cluster
method" ' (ECM), which has been applied to the study
of short-range-order (SRO) effects on the density of
states (DOS) of disordered systems. As is indicated in
the body of the paper, the feature unifying these
methods is that they can all be obtained by means of re-
lated expansions of the free energy of a disordered ma-
terial.

The determination of stable structures and the con-
struction of alloy phase diagrams has until recently re-
lied almost exclusively on experimental and computa-
tional methods based on phenomenological models for
calculating internal energies, configurational entropies,
and heats of mixing. In these methods, effective cluster
interactions play a significant role. This approach has
led to the development' of computer codes capable of
producing accurate phase diagrams of complex materi-
als. Because of this success and for the sake of good
scientific progress, it is now important to obtain a micro-
scopic understanding of materials properties. Such an
understanding should encompass fundamental, micro-
scopic concepts such as disorder energies and effective
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cluster interactions, and should lead to the construction
of alloy phase diagrams with ab initio, parametrization-
free quantum-mechanical methods. It would then hold
the promise of providing a predictive capability of ma-
terials properties leading to the design of materials with
novel properties compatible with specific engineering ap-
plications. In this paper, and in a future publication
[hereafter to be referred to as paper II (Ref. 16)], we set
forth and attempt to unify recently developed
methods ' based on the electronic structure of disor-
dered alloys, which are sufficiently powerful to allow a
microscopic study of alloy phase formation and stability.
Thus, these methods are a step in the direction of unify-
ing theoretical metallurgy and the basic physics of con-
densed matter.

In order to illustrate the connection between electron-
ic structure calculations and the phenomenological
theory of ordering, we consider the concept of concen-
tration waves. It is well known' that the process of "or-
dering and segregation in binary alloys may be interpret-
ed as the loss of stability of a disordered solution with
respect to static concentration waves. " On the other
hand, these phenomena can also be interpreted in terms
of pairwise effective interactions in disordered binary al-
loys. Thus, given a knowledge of the concentration
wave vector (or the pairwise effective interactions), one
can readily predict the most stable ordered structure of a
system (compatible with kinetic effects) at low tempera-
tures. Until recently, this knowledge could only be de-
rived from experimental studies such as x-ray, electron,
and neutron diffraction. During the last few years, how-
ever, electronic structure calculations have pro-
gressed ' to the point of allowing the direct, first-
principles calculation of concentration waves and of al-
loy phase diagrams. ' It is ability of this kind which
links metallurgy with the science of the solid state.

This link may be amplified further. The theoretical
determination of phase structure and stability in binary
(and multicomponent) alloys leads to a number of fun-
damental questions: "What is the nature and relative
stability of competing ordered structures? Can the onset
of order be described in terms of a small number of pa-
rameters with transparent physical meaning, and what is
the role played by these parameters in the determination
of ordered structures? And, finally, is it possible to cal-
culate these parameters from first principles by means of
a microscopic theory?" Apart from computer simula-
tions, ' the calculation of phase diagrams of binary al-
loys has been attempted within various schemes such as
the cluster variation method' (CVM), and real-space
renormalization-group and Monte Carlo tech-
niques. All these studies rely on the knowledge,
primarily experimental or as adjustable parameters, of
phenomenological multiatom effective interactions.
They have shown that thes'e rather small (of the order of
mRy) parameters can be qualitatively important, being
able to modify the nature of the ground state and of
phase transitions, and ultimately of the phase diagram.
Cluster interactions have been used ' in attempts to
explain asymmetries of various phase diagrams of binary
alloys about c =0.5 (c denotes concentration of solute or

impurity atoms), and the relative stability of two ordered
phases characterized by the same two-body interactions.
Thus, it is necessary to obtain a rigorous justification for
the use of these parameters and to clarify their nature.
In addition, we must be able to decide a priori questions
regarding the possible volume, temperature, and concen-
tration dependence of these interactions. Finally, we
must have a reliable guide for the choice of the cluster
size, nature etc.—on the basis of which these parameters
are to be calculated. In this paper and in paper II, it is
shown that the generalized perturbation method ' and
the embedded-cluster method" ' provide well-defined,
controlled, and computationally feasible approximation
schemes for the calculation of unique multiatom effective
interactions in substitutionally disordered binary alloys.
These schemes are based on fully self-consistent methods
for the calculation of the electronic structure of alloys
and can be related in a straightforward way to appropri-
ate statistical models.

The formal framework of the methods discussed here
is provided by the coherent-potential approximation
(CPA) and a certain number of its extensions. ' As is
well known, the CPA constitutes the most satisfactory
single-site theory for the study of substitutionally disor-
dered alloys. The CPA is a mean-field theory, based on
the assumption that the concentration of each species is
uniform throughout the alloy. In order to examine or-
dering and segregation tendencies in alloys one must
consider the effects of concentration fluctuations, 5c;,
associated with site i and species a in the alloy. The
forms chosen for 6c; have led to two formally distinct
but numerically quite similar (at least for metallic alloys)
methods for the study of ordering effects. The choice
5c; =c; —c, where c; is the concentration of species a
at site i and c is the average concentration of the
species, is best suited for the study of stability with
respect to infinitesimal fluctuations (second-order phase
transitions). It leads to the consideration of phase stabil-
ity in terms of static concentration waves. ' ' It also
leads naturally to a definition of long-range-order (LRO)
parameters, pair correlation functions, and can be
shown' to be consistent with phenomenological ordering
theories of the Landau form. A Fourier transforma-
tion can be used to calculate effective pair interactions
and to study those SRO effects arising from the presence
of LRO. On the other hand, the choice 6c; =P; —c,
where P; =1 (0) if site i is occupied (not occupied) by an
atom of type a, underlies the development of the GPM
and is best suited for the study of finite fluctuations,
SRO effects, and the calculation of multisite (cluster) in-
teractions. Thus, these two different modes of expanding
the ordering energy in terms of concentration fluctua-
tions are complementary and, at least for binary alloys
of transition metals, have been found' to yield very
similar numerical results.

In contrast to the method of concentration waves,
which is consistent with linear-response theory and the
mean-field nature of the CPA, the GPM and the ECM
are perturbationlike methods which break away from the
self-consistency underlying the CPA. This at first glance
undesirable feature is compensated by the ability to cal-
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culate nonlinear effects caused by finite statistical fluc-
tuations. Thus, these methods lead to rapidly conver-
gent expansions of the configurational energy and allow
the use of proper statistical models for the calculation of
the entropy, e.g. , CVM and Monte Carlo simulations.
These methods also hold decisive advantages over other
attempts, such as those based on pseudopotential
theory, in calculating impurity-impurity interactions.
Furthermore, they allow the calculation of multisite
effective interactions which in many cases are necessary
in order to obtain rapidly convergent and accurate ex-
pansions of the ordering energy. In principle, the GPM
and the ECM allow the determination of temperature-
and concentration-dependent cluster interactions and re-
sult in predictions of most stable structures which are, in
general, consistent with phenomenological structural
maps. In this paper it is shown, for the first time, that
a certain class of diagrams in the GPM expansion can be
summed uniquely in terms of renormalized cluster in-
teractions obtained in the ECM [see Eq. (5.9)]. Further
correction terms, essentially vertex corrections improv-
ing the calculation of the configurational energy, must be
calculated in a perturbative "GPM-like" expansion lead-
ing to fully renormalized expressions for the disorder en-

ergy and the cluster interactions.
At this point, it may be instructive to consider briefly

some of the essential properties that a fully satisfactory
theory of alloy phase stability based on electronic struc-
ture should be required to possess. (i) It should allow
the determination of unique pairwise and higher-order
effective interactions as functions of external intensive
parameters such as temperature, concentration, and
pressure. (ii) It should allow the prediction of the struc-
ture of an ordered phase, obviating the need for separate
calculations for structures assumed to be known before-
hand. (iii) In addition to phase stability, it should allow
the treatment of other physical effects in disordered ma-
terials, e.g., the influence of statistical fluctuations on the
transport properties, within essentially the same formal-
ism. (iv) It should become exact in the appropriate lim-
its of the various physical parameters, i.e., c ~0 or
c~ 1, large cluster sizes, etc. (v) It should provide com-
putationally practicable methods of calculation. Of all
methods proposed thus far for the study of disor-
der, the Green-function formalism based on the CPA
and related extensions seems to hold the greatest prom-
ise for fulfiling these requirements.

For the sake of clarity of presentation, we introduce
this formalism in terms of tight-binding (TB) Hamiltoni-
ans. More realistic potentials and the associated
rigorously first-principles methods are considered in pa-
per II. Thus, our discussion will be based on the usual
tight-binding Hamiltonian describing a physical system,

H= g (
ui )e,"'(U, i

(
+ —,

' g (
u, i )W;,"'(u,j )

t, u, U

where the state vectors
~
u, i ) correspond to orbitals u

associated with site i, the c,,
"" [—= (e )„,] are the site-

diagonal energies for orbitals u and U, and the W,~'
[—= ( W~ )„„] are intersite transfer integrals (hopping
terms) describing electron propagation from orbital v on
site j to orbital u on site i. In a random binary alloy,
A, B& „both the site-diagonal and the site —off-diagona1
terms can be functions of configuration, corresponding
to the presence of diagonal and off-diagonal disorder in
the alloy. Following common practice, we neglect envi-
ronmental effects other than those confined to single
sites in question and consider the site-diagonal variables
c is taking the "values" c.; or c; depending on whether
site i is occupied by an atom of type A or of type B, re-
spectively (diagonal disorder). In terms of the occupa-
tion numbers P; we can write

E;=QP, E;, a=A orB. (1.2)

In the presence of off-diagonal disorder (ODD), we have
similarly

W,, = g P; W;, ~P~~, a,13= A or B .
a, P

(1.3)

Thus, Wi~ can assume the "values" W;j, 8; = 8'
or 8';J depending on the occupation of sites i and j.

Having introduced a rather general, multiband Harnil-
tonian in Eq. (1.1) containing ODD, we restrict our dis-
cussion primarily to the case of a single-band (one-
orbital) system containing only diagonal disorder. This
greatly simplifies the presentation while leaving the
essential points of the formalism intact. Where it is con-
venient to do so, we will quote the relevant expressions
in terms of multiband systems and will also indicate how
the generalization to alloys with ODD is to be effected.

The remainder of the paper takes the following form.
The concept of concentration waves is reviewed briefly
in Sec. II, while Secs. III and IV, respectively, are devot-
ed to a somewhat more-detailed exposition of the GPM
and the ECM. A formally exact expansion of the
configurational energy is given in Sec. V. Section VI
contains the results of numerical calculations of effective
cluster interactions for model and more-realistic TB
Hamiltonians. A short discussion and some comments
are then provided in Sec. VII. Finally, specific examples
of some GPM expansions for renormalized cluster in-
teractions are given in an Appendix.

II. THE METHOD OF CONCENTRATION WAVES

The method of concentration waves in the study of
the tendencies toward ordering or phase separation in
binary alloys was originally proposed by Khachatu-
ryan' ' and co-workers. This method goes
significantly beyond previous formalisms for study-
ing phase transformations in solid solutions, alleviating
various shortcomings of such theories and extending
them in nontrivial ways. Perhaps the most outstanding
accomplishment of the CW approach to ordering phe-
nomena is the ability to predict the structure of the or-
dered phase. Such predictions are based on the
knowledge, heretofore obtainable from experimental
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studies (e.g. , x-ray, electron, and neutron diffraction), of
a characteristic function S '(k). This function is essen-
tially the lattice Fourier transform of the pair correla-
tion function

S,',"=&P,P, ) &—P; &&P, ),

Q=Q + gS "5c;+—,
' QSJ '5c; 5c

l I,J

g S;~t,
' 5c; 5c~ 5cq +

i,j,k

where

(2.4)

&t, &—:gc,"t, =0, (2.2)

where P; is an occupation number which is equal to 1 (0)
when site i is (is not) occupied by a solute atom, and the
symbol &

. ) denotes configurational average. It can
be shown that the CW method is asymptotically
correct in the limiting cases of high and low tempera-
ture, its validity extending outside a region surrounding
the critical point for a second-order phase transition.
The size of this region shrinks with increasing radius of
interatomic interactions.

The method ' to be summarized in this section al-
lows the calculation of SI '(k) from a knowledge of the
electronic structure of an alloy, thus obviating the need
of obtaining correlation functions experimentally. Al-
though in principle the method of CW is exact within
the context of linear-response theory, its implementation
requires the use of a mean-field approach to ordering.
Thus the method cannot yield critical exponents, nor
can it account for the nonlinear effects of local statistical
fluctuations. On the other hand, since it allows the
treatment of pairwise interactions of infinite range, it
may be expected to yield a not too inaccurate estimate of
the transition temperature. At the same time pairwise
interactions, even taken to be concentration and temper-
ature dependent, may not be sufficient for the calculation
of accurate alloy phase diagrams. The incorporation of
nonlinear effects and of multisite effective interactions
can be accomplished within the cluster expansion
schemes discussed in the following two sections.

In order to study the effects of infinitesimal concentra-
tion fluctuations throughout the system it is convenient
to introduce a generalized version of the CPA. In the
inhomogeneous CPA it is assumed that each site in the
alloy is characterized by a concentration c;, scattering
matrix t;, and self-energy o.;. The site-dependent self-
energy is determined through the condition

g( )

lil2 ' ' I

6(n)g

6c; 6c; . -6c;
1 2 C =C

(2.5)

is the expansion coefficient (correlation function) calcu-
lated for all c; =c, and Qo is the concentration-dependent
but configuration-independent contribution of the homo-
geneous CPA medium. The summation indices
i,j,k, . . . in Eq. (2.4) run over all sites in the material.

Since in the homogeneous medium all sites are
equivalent, and by definition

+5c,=0,
J

(2.6)

the term linear in 6, vanishes identically so that for
infinitesimal fluctuations we can write

b, A=II —Qo ———,
' gS;~ '5c; 5c, . (2.7)

We now introduce the lattice Fourier transforms,

and

5c„=—y 5c„e'"'""
n

(2.8)

X(k) =—g (G„)'e
n, m

(n~m)

= g G(k+q)G(q) —(G«)
q

(2.9)

where all k-space summations (integrations) extend over
the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of the reciprocal lattice, and
6 denotes the Green function of the homogeneous CPA
medium. Using these quantities and a certain amount of
CPA algebraic manipulation consistent with Eq. (2.2),
we can write Eq. (2.7) in the form

where & t, ) denotes the single-site average of the scatter-
ing matrix, bA= ——Im f dE +X(k) g t t~5c&5c~ q

2 F

'IT —00 a,P

(e; —o;)
1 —(e; —o;)G;;

6a
t

1 —6;G;;
(2.3)

with 6;; being the ith site-diagonal matrix element of the
CPA effective medium and 6; being defined implicitly by
this equation. If environmental effects can be considered
as being small in some sense, the thermodynamic func-
tion (the Helmholtz free energy) of th,e alloy can be ex-
panded in powers of 6c; =c; —c or, equivalently for a
binary alloy in powers of 6c; =c;—c,

EF
S,"~=—Im f g S ~(k)e " dE,

7T k

(2.11)

where

S ~(k)=t t~X(k)[1—&t')X(k)] ' —S«, (2.12)

where the implicit dependence of the various quantities
on the energy is to be understood. Equation (2.10) is
true for general multicomponent alloys, yielding the
two-particle correlation function between species a and
p on sites i &j as a direct Fourier transform,
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r"=(I—c)6t, t~= —c 6t, and (r'& = r —"r (2. 13)

where 6t =t —t . Thus, the efFective pair correlation
function'

S(2) S A A+SBB S AB SBA (2. 14)

can be written in the form

and the site-diagonal term Soo is subtracted in order to
eliminate the nonphysical terms S; . In the case of
binary alloys the CPA self-consistency condition is
equivalent to the relations

S' '(k)=(6t ) X(k)[1—c(1—c)(6t ) X(k)] (2.15)

If the term c(1—c)(6t ) X(k), the so-called vertex
correction, can be neglected as being small, we obtain

E
S~ I = ——Im f (6t ) (G;~ 6; )dE (2.16)

for the pair correlation function (or effective pair in-
teraction) between sites i and j. In the more general case
in which vertex corrections must be taken into account
the pair correlation function can be written as

EF
SI,"=——Im f ' (6r)' '(G„)'+- g (r')(6„.)'(G., ) + dE .

k (~ij)
(2.17)

This real-space expansion shows explicitly that S;J
' con-

tains the response of all medium sites (summation over
k). In the following sections we will have occasion to
compare these linear-response expressions, Eqs. (2. 11)
and (2.17), with those obtained in terms of nonlinear
methods (cluster expansions). Let us also note that Eq.
(2.11), which allows the calculation of effective correla-
tion functions between any two species in multicom-
ponent alloys, can be used to calculate long-range-order
parameters and phase stability in such alloys in the
manner considered by Badalyan et al.

The T=O K formalism just presented can be readily
extended to finite temperatures and generalized to in-
corporate alloys with ODD and with multiple, possibly
degenerate bands. These generalizations require only the
rather straightforward extension of the relevant scalar
quantities of this section to appropriately chosen ma-
trices.

In a binary alloy, the correlation function SJ ', Eq.
(2.17), is directly proportional' to the corresponding
LRO parameters, t);~. The Fourier transform S' '(k)
suffices to determine the structure of the ordered state.
At the same time, as was mentioned previously, it may
be necessary to go beyond the bounds of linear-response
theory and pairwise interactions. Methods for accom-
plishing this are presented in the following sections.

fluctuations away from the CPA medium, the band con-
tribution to the free energy, and the only contribution
considered in this paper, can be written ' as the sum of
two parts,

0( IP; I ) =SIO(c)+0'( IP; I ), (3.1)

2 1 EF
Im g —f Tr(TG ')"dE, (3.2)

nN „2n
where Tr denotes the trace. The scattering matrix
operator T is site diagonal and has the form

T= gP; t; '"'~ u, i )(v, i ~, a=A or B

Q&U

where IIo(c) is the configuration-independent contribu-
tion of the CPA medium which depends on the concen-
tration, and 0' (IP; ] ) is the concentration and
configuration-dependent part. The quantity Qo(c) is dis-
cussed in more detail in the following sections. The last
term in Eq. (3.1), 0', can be written as the generalized
perturbation expansion

EF0'( IP; I ) = Im f Tr ln(1 —TG ')dE
~N

III. EFFECTIVE CLUSTER INTERACTIONS:
THE GENERALIZED PERTURBATION METHOD

= g 6c; 6t"'
l, g&U

u, i & &v, i ~, 6c, =P,4 c, —(3.3)

In order to account properly for the effects of Pnite
statistical fluctuations it is necessary to go beyond
mean-field, linear-response theories. This can be accom-
plished by considering the energies associated with dis-
tinct alloy configurations.

A. The configurational energy

In general, a specific alloy configuration can be
characterized by the set of occupation numbers I P; I .
Considering each configuration as consisting of finite

where the second line follows upon use of Eq. (2.13).
Here t;

'"' is the scattering matrix for orbitals u, U

characterizing an atom of type a at site i embedded in
the CPA medium. It is given explicitly be means of Eq.
(2.3) with the various scalar quantities in that equation
being interpreted as matrices in orbital space, and
5t =t —t . The quantity 6 ' is the strictly ofF-diagonal
part of the homogeneous CPA Green function, the trace
is taken over site and orbital space, and the factor of 2
accounts for spin degeneracy. As usual, N denotes the
number of sites. Again, for ease of presentation we
suppress explicit matrix notation and express most of the
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ensuing formalism in. terms of essentially scalar quanti-
ties. The generalization of the results to more general
multiband systems is straightforward.

Upon using the first line of Eq. (3.3) in Eq. (3.2) one
obtains a cluster expansion of the configurational free
energy in terms of the occupation numbers I';,

n(IP;I)= y n'"'(tP, '~)
n =2

=-,' g'g u,,'P';P,'+ ,
' g -g v,g&P", P,'Pg+ „' y-y v,gP'P;Pi'P(P, '+ . (3.4)

ij ap l, g, k cx,P, Q i j,k, l a, p, y, 6

where the prime indicates the restriction that no two consecutive indices can refer to the same site. The cluster in-
teractions u;lp:: are given by the expressions

2 ~F
u ~'. .'.r = ——Im Tr (t G t~G

0 1 n —1 lP IPl1 11 l112
7T oo

t~ G;; jdE
n —1 n —1 0

(3.5)

and are clearly configuration dependent. Here, the trace is being taken over the orbital indexes and the term n =1
vanishes because in Eq. (3.2) Tr(TG ') =0.

Equation (3.4) is exact and represents the configurational energy of an alloy. As it stands, however, Eq. (3.4) is
rather awkward for computational purposes. In the case of binary alloys a completely equivalent but much more use-
ful expression in terms of configuration independ-ent cluster interactions and of finite fiuctuations about the average oc-
cupation of a site can be obtained. Using Eqs. (2.13), or equivalently the second line of Eq. (3.3), we obtain ' the fol-
lowing form for the ordering energy:

0'(
I P; I ) = g 0'"'(

I P; ) ) = —,
' g' u, ' 5c; 5c, + —', g' u;,", 5c; 5c, 5c„+—„' g' u,~j4~' 5c, 5c, 5c„5c(+

/1 =—2 l,j l, J, k i,j,k, /

(3.6)

where 5c; =P; —c is the concentration fiuctuation at site i, and P;:P,". The —cluster interactons (CI) of nth order,
v,
'"

. . .;,are given by the expressions
0 1 n —1

(n)
10l

1

2 F= ——Im Tr f (5t G;, ;, 5t G;;, 5t G;; )dF.
n —1 0

(3.7)

which should be compared to Eq. (3.5).
It is to be noted that Eq. (3.6) is formally identical to Eq (2.4) .of linear-response theory, but that the coefficientsS'"' and u'"' are different, being defined, respectively, by Eqs. (2.5) and (3.7). In particular, the correlation functions

5'"' are consistent with a CPA —linear-response theory, whereas the v" contain vertex connections, i.e., the nonlinear
effects of statistical fluctuations. On the other hand, in spite of this formal difference, the results of calculations
presented in Sec. V indicate that S and v can be quite similar numerically.

As a simple illustration of Eq. (3.6), we exhibit the second- and fourth-order contributions

n'I "(IP,'j ) = —,
' y' u, ',21[P,P, c(P, +P, )+—c'] (3.8)

and

II' '( IP; I )= —,
' g' v j~I([P PJPkPI c(P;P&PI,. +P~P—I PI+Pi P(P; +P)P P~)

i,j,k, l

+c 2(P, P +P; Pq +P; PI +PJ P( +Pq PI,. +Pi. P( ) —c ( P; +Pi +PI, +P( ) +c ] . (3.9)

Before proceeding with the discussion of methods for evaluating 0 ( I p; I ) in Eq. (3.6), it may be useful to point out
some of its main characteristics. As it stands, Eq. (3.6) is exact and includes the presence of fiuctuations on all sites of

e materiaI. Consider for example the contributions proportional to vjtkl. These are of three kinds associated with
the possible alIawed coincidences of the sites i,j,k, l,

i =k, j=l, i~j;
i =k, j~l, i&j, k&1 (and permutations);

i &j &k &l (all sites distinct ) .

The corresponding contributions to the configurational part of the energy then take the form

(3.10a)

(3.10b)

(3.10c)
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u Ii4I(6c; )2(6c )2=v, '~'[(1 —2c) 6c; 6cJ +2c(1 —c)6c;+c (1 —c) ],
v, , '(6c; ) 6c, 6cI ——v~~t'[(1 2—c)6c; 6cJ 6ct+c (1 —c)6c, 6ct],

(3.1 la)

(3.11b)

and

vijkl 6ci 6cj 6ck 6cl (3.11c)

+ —,
' g" V;,k 5c; 6c, 6ci, +

i,j,k

(3.12)

where the double primes indicate summations over dis-
tinct sets of sites. For example, the effective pair interac-
tion Vj is given by the expression

1

(3.13)

In evaluating the RECI, V&, it is a convenient starting
point and usually a good approximation to retain only
the terms confined to the cluster C. For example, in Eq.
(3.13) we consider the terms involving only the specific
sites i and j. As will be shown in the following sections,
this selective summation can be obtained by considering
sites i and j, or in general a cluster C, embedded in the
CPA medium. For the case of Vj we find

V; =Q,' (AA)+Q, ' (BB)—0,' (AB) 0,' (BA), — "

(3.14)

where 0,', (ap) indicates that all sites other than i and j
are medium (CPA) sites. Note that in this approxima-
tion the terms Vo and V; in Eq. (3.12) are equal to zero.
For some systems it may be necessary to consider the
contributions, such as the third terms in the expansion
Eq. (3.13), associated with ffuctuations outside the clus-
ter. When such terms are included we shall refer to the
interactions Vc as being fully renormalized (FRECI).

Renormalized effective interactions associated with n

where Eqs. (3.11a) and (3.11b) follow from the identity
(5c) =(1—2c)6c+c(1—c). The term in 5c; in Eq.
(3.1la) is justified because of the equivalence of sites i
and j in the summations in Eq. (3.6). Thus, the terms
proportional to v' ' contribute to the four-, three-, and
two-body renorrnalized effective cluster interactions
(RECI) terms, defined more precisely below, with the
two-site contribution being of two diff'erent kinds, corn-
ing from Eqs. (3.1la) and (3.11b). Clearly, similar con-
siderations hold for the other terms in Eq. (3.6).

The preceding discussion points to a particularly use-
ful scheme for the evaluation of Eq. (3.6). In this
scheme we regroup Eq. (3.6) in terms of irreducible con
tributions associated with clusters C of distinct sites and
sum over all' such clusters. These summations can be ex-
pressed in terms of renormalized effective cluster interac
tions Vc. As will be shown in detail in the following sec-
tion, such RECI arise naturally in the expansion of the
total configurational energy and allow us to write

fl'(
I P; ] ) = Vo+ g V; 6c; + —,

' g" V1 5c; 5c,

sites can be obtained similarly by collecting together the
terms of various orders, v'IjI, associated with a given set
of distinct sites Ij I . Although the direct summing of
the various orders becomes increasingly cumbersome
when Ij ] contains more than three or four sites, expres-
sions for the sums can be obtained within the ECM [see
Eq. (4.4) below]. As is shown in the following section,
these renormalized interactions allow us to cast the or-
dering energy in a particularly elegant and useful form.

B. The disorder energy

It is often necessary to have a measure of the energy
of the completely disordered state. Since at high tem-
perature 6c ~0, the disorder energy is given the expres-
sion,

Eg;, ——Qo(c)+ Vo

EF
Im Tr f [lnG+ln(1 —6"6)]dE + Vo,

oc'

(3.15)

where Ao(c), the first two terms in the last expression, is
the contribution of the CPA medium, and Vo is the con-
tribution of the renormalized terms indicated in Eq.
(3.12). Here, 6= g„~ n )P„6„(n

~

and the term in 6
will make no contribution in the case of lattices with
monatomic bases. We note that Vo is the sum of all
terms independent of 6c and can be found readily to any
desired accuracy by the process indicated in Eq. (3.11a).
It can easily be verified that the lowest-order contribu-
tion to Vo comes from v j ' and is given by the last term
within square brackets in Eq. (3.11a). This term is eval-
uated explicitly in Sec. V.

As mentioned in Sec. IIIA, the term Vo vanishes if
only terms confined to a cluster C embedded in a CPA
medium are taken into account, but makes a finite con-
tribution if fully renormalized interactions are con-
sidered. In this sense, Vo affords a means of "going
beyond" the CPA in evaluating the energy of the disor-
dered state.

The formal similarity between the concentration wave
(CW) expression, Eq. (2.4), and the GPM expansion, Eq.
(3.6), has already been noted. It is interesting to realize
that to first order in (6t) these two diff'erent expressions
give identical results. This similarity deteriorates with
the inclusion of higher-order terms in both expressions
so that, in general, S

~
'& VJ . Which of the two descrip-

tions is more appropriate clearly depends on the situa-
tion under consideration. In general, CW's appear as a
natural means for studying the effects of "small" but
long-range interactions, while effective cluster interac-
tions are more appropriate for examining short-range
but large (finite) fiuctuations.
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The renormalized effective cluster interactions can be
viewed as the generalization to higher-order clusters of
the commonly used effective pair interactions of the
well-known Ising model. For a fixed lattice structure,
these effective cluster interactions are functions of the
distances between cluster sites, the concentration c of
solute atoms, the Fermi energy and of the magnitudes of
the diagonal and off-diagonal disorder in the alloy.
These interactions, whose expressions are given in the
following section, allow a unique and rapidly convergent
expansion of the ordering energy (configurational ener-
gy). In fact, even the individual orders, v;~".'. . k, con-
verge rapidly with increasing order n. Thus, the expan-
sion in Eq. (3.6) constitutes a proper perturbation expan-
sion ' ' in terms of the "small" parameter

~

5t G;1 ~

.
In the formalism presented in this section, only the

"single-particle" part of the energy is taken into ac-
count. Consideration of the electron-electron interaction
(double-counting terms) and of exchange and correlation
effects can be expected in most cases to introduce quan-
titative changes while leaving the qualitative trends in a
calculation nearly intact. In any case a fully charged
self-consistent approach within a TB formalism is ham-
pered by the introduction of phenomenological parame-
trizations for the descriptions of various physical effects,
e.g. , hybridization, charge transfer, etc. Such effects can
be taken into account in a much more elegant way
within the framework of II.

The discussion of this section can be made applicable
to alloys characterized by both diagonal and off-diagonal
disorder, and can be extended to finite temperatures.
The rigorous application of the CPA to alloys with gen-
eral ODD has been given by Blackman, Esterling, and
Berk (BEB), while the geometric limit of ODD has
been treated by Shiba. ' The application of the GPM to
the latter case has been reported by Bieber and Gau-
tier. The extension to alloys with general ODD can be
made through the introduction of matrices in
configuration space, as suggested originally by BEB,
and amplified in later work. Finally, a finite-
temperature formalism can be obtained, at least in an
approximate fashion, through the introduction of the
Fermi distribution function in the integrals over the en-
ergy discussed above. More accurate formulations in
terms of Matsubara frequency sums can also be con-
structed.

IV. EFFECTIVE CLUSTER INTERACTIONS:
THE EMBEDDED-CLUSTER METHOD

In this section it is shown that the formalism of the
embedded-cluster method" '" allows the summation of
the GPM expansions and the determination of renormal-
ized cluster interactions. The latter can be used to ob-
tain particularly useful expressions for the ordering ener-

gy

A. Summations of the GPM expansions

Because of the significance of the role played by pair
interactions in the discussion of ordering phenomena, we
shall consider the case of pairs separately.

1. Pair interactions

The expression for the renormalized effective pair in-
teractions in an alloy, Eq. (3.14), has a simple physical
interpretation: It includes all possible scatterings off a
pair of atoms embedded in a CPA effective medium.
Thus, it is not surprising that Eq. (3.14) can be expressed
in terms of the full scattering matrix associated with a
pair of impurity sites. Indeed, straightforward expan-
sions and comparisons show that the summation of all
terms in Eq. (3.2) involving two specific sites in a given
configuration take the form

EF
fl'(P; P,~)= —Im Tr f lnQ ~dE (4.1)

representing the summation to all orders in the corre-
sponding GPM expansion. Here, the matrix quantity

(Q ~),, =5,, r, G,, (1——5,, ), r,:r, — (4.2)

is simply related to the full scattering matrix T ~ for the
two sites

y aP 5L) ( QaP)
—1 (4.3)

(4.4)

The last summation is the direct result of considering
those terms in Eq. (3.13) which involve only sites i and j.

2. Multisite interactions

Configuration-dependent multisite (cluster) interac-
tions and effective cluster interactions can be expressed
in terms of the appropriate scattering matrices, or the
associated quantities, Q (explicit matrix notation
suppressed). The corresponding expressions are easily
obtained in the ECM.

At T =0 K the free energy (thermodynamic potential)
is given by the expression,

O=E —pX (p =EF), (4.5)

where E in this treatment is the band contribution to the
internal energy,

EF
E = f E'n (E')dE', (4.6)

and X =N(EF ) is the integrated density of states at the
Fermi energy,

X(EF ) = f n (E')dE' . (4.7)

It follows that the free energy associated with a particu-
lar alloy configuration can be written in the form

where 5 and D ' are site-diagonal matrices with ele-
ments 5; =s; —o; and (D ');;=(1—5, G;;), respectively
(in the homogeneous CPA o;—:oo and G;, —:Goo). Direct
comparison also shows that the renormalized effective
pair interaction, Eq. (3.14), is simply the quantity

V. = — ImTr ln AA BB AB BA —1 dE2 EF
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EF 2 EF0= —f N (E')dE'= —Im f Tr lnG (E')dE'
oo oo

(4.8)

B. Effective cluster interactions in the ECM

The configuration-dependent quantities defined in Eq.
(4.10),

where G (E) denotes the Green function for the given
configuration. In the ECM, the true disordered alloy is
approximated by a cluster of atoms embedded in the
single-site homogeneous CPA effective medium. The
Green function for such a cluster takes the form

EF
f2'(IP; I)= ——Im f TrlnQdE

77 (X)

2 E
= ——Im f lndet Q dE

7T OO

(4. 1 1)

G(E)=G(D 'Q '), (4.9)

where G is the cluster-diagonal part of the CPA medium
Green function and the matrices D ' and Q are defined

by means of Eq. (4.2). Upon using Eq. (4.9) in Eq. (4.8),
we obtain

Q = Im Tr lnG —lnD —ln dE2 F

(4.10)

where N, denotes the number of sites in cluster C. The
term involving G gives the concentration-dependent con-
tribution of the CPA medium and is independent of
configuration. The single-site terms D depend only on
the number of atoms of the different species present in

the cluster but are independent of the arrangement of
those atoms. (These terms vanish identically in all con-
tributions entering the definition of eQectiue cluster in-

teractions). As it stands, Eq. (4.10) yields an expression
for the ordering energy in terms of configuration-
dependent cluster interactions which in the CPA limit

agree completely with expressions derived previously,
Eq. (3.12). In this limit, only renormalized interactions
associated with cluster sites are considered and the dis-

order energy is given by the first two terms on the right-
hand side of Eq. (4.10).

can be combined to yield renormalized effective cluster
interactions in binary alloys. Term-by-term comparison
with the corresponding GPM expansions allows us to
prescribe a simple, computationally feasible method for
the construction of the RECI in the CPA limit.

In a binary alloy, A, B& „the interchange energy for
the two species is given by the expression,

EF
V; = — N; —N; dE=V; (4.12)

which consistently with Eq. (4.8) defines a "single-body"
interaction resulting from the interchange of a 8 atom
with an 3 atom at site i in the alloy, all other sites
confined to being medium sites. Effective pair interac-
tions can be obtained as the difference in the single-body
interactions at i, when site j (&i) is taken to be occupied
by an 3 or a 8 atom. Consistent with the definition of
the integrated densities of states for different
configurations, we have

V(2) ( y(1) )
A

( V(1) )B

EF
NAA E NBA E

[NJ" (E) N—;, (E)]Id—E, (4.13)

which according to Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) can be written
in the form of Eq. (4.4). This process can be continued;
we find that n-site effective cluster interactions or n-

body irreducible contributions to the energy at T =0 K
are given by

V(n)
ipii ( y(n —1)

)
A

( y(n —1) )B
in —I Pi] n —2 n —1 iPi&

'
in —2 n —1

2 EF= ——Im Trln g Q
( '" Q Q

( ) dE
oo J J

(4.14)

where J(even) and J(odd) denote cluster configurations
with even and odd numbers of minority (8) atoms, re-

spectively.
It is a simple exercise to show that for the case of pair

interactions Eq. (4.14) yields the expansion in Eq. (4.4).
In general, Eq. (4.14) represents the summation of all
contributions to the RECI, i.e., it is the sum to all orders
in 5c of the corresponding CiPM series, Eq. (3.6), in the
CPA limit.

The renormalized effective cluster interactions defined

by Eq. (4. 14) represent truly irreducible contributions to

the configurational energy of an alloy. Thus, the RECI
associated with n-site clusters contain no terms contrib-
uting to m-site RECI, for m &n. This is because any
such term occurs an equal number of times with a posi-
tive and a negative sign, being contributed by the
numerator and denominator, respectively, in Eq. (4.14).
In order to obtain accurate representations of the order-
ing energy in binary alloys, it is often necessary to con-
sider fully renormalized effective cluster interactions
(FRECI), which include summations of paths linking the
primary cluster to sites in the surrounding medium. A
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somewhat more general approach to the calculation of
alloy energies based on the ECM that clarifies many of
these concepts is presented in the next section

V. A FORMALLY EXACT EXPANSION
OF CONFIGURATIONAL ENERGIES

associated with A atoms on sites i&, i2, . . . ,i„. Now,
the expansion coefficients in Eq. (5.3) (the fully renormal-
ized effective interactions) are given as the averages of
E " . . . ; (Jc ) over all configurations Jc of the material

I 2 n n n

surrounding cluster C„,

An exact expression for the configurational energy of
a disordered material directly in terms of fully renormal-
ized cluster interactions can be obtained along the fol-
lowing lines. The thermodynamic potential (energy at
T =0 K) corresponding to a given configuration J of a
m-component alloy has the form

(5.5)

where PJ is the probability of occurrence of Jc . Forc n

example,
Q(IP; I )= g E P

J
N

1 2 N g p[ J] (5.1)

E' =(E)= KOPJE
J

E'"=(E "(J;))= gP, (E;"(J;) E; (J; ))—,

(5.6a)

(5.6b)

where P equals 1 (0) according to whether the alloy is (is
not) in configuration J, a; denotes the type of atom oc-
cupying site i, P[a;] is an occupation number for the
species on site i, and X is the number of sites in the al-
loy. In the case of a binary alloy, A, B& „the use of
the relations

P (EAA(J ) EAB(J
J;.

EBA(J )+EBB(J )) (5.6c)

p PA P; =1—P; (5.2a)

5c;=P, —c, P; =c+5;, 1 P; =(—1 —c)—5c; (5.2b)

+ —,
' g"E~k 5c; 5cj 5cj, +

i, j, k

(5.3)

The coefficients E " . . . ; which occur in this expansion
are interchange energies associated with clusters C„of n

sites, and as the following definitions show explicitly
they are exact. First, we define an n-site interchange en-
ergy for a given configuration Jc outside cluster C„,

n

E(n)
li2 (5.4)

where Q;" changes an A atom to a B atom on site i,
and E;";:::;"(Jc) denotes the configurational energy

in Eq. (5.1) allows us to express the configurational ener-

gy in the form

N

Q( I P; ] ) =E' '+ g E;"' 5c; + —,
' g"E,",

I 5c, 5c,

and so on.
It is seen that Eq. (5.3), involving effective cluster in-

terchange energies, is formally exact and thus avoids the
need of resuming a series such as that of the GPM.
Furthermore, since this expansion is independent of the
choice of a reference medium, it affords one considerable
freedom in selecting a medium that yields an optimal
rate of convergence. [We emphasize that Eqs. (5.5) and
(5.6) are identities and hold for any configurationally-
dependent quantity such as the total energy of an alloy.
However, as we specified previously only the band con-
tribution to the energy is considered in this paper. ] In
order to evaluate Eq. (S.3) we note that the (band)
configurational energy E can be written in the form

E
Im Tr f ln[G(D ) '(Q ) ']dE

m.N oo

EF
Im Tr lnG —lnD —ln dE,

mN QO

(5.7)

where Eqs. (4.8)—(4.10) have been used and G denotes
the Green function of a uniform reference medium
which is as yet unspecified. From Eq. (4.2) we obtain
the still exact expansion,

Tr lnQ =Tr ln( 1 —TG '
) =Tr( TG '+ ,' TG 'TG '+ ,

' TG '—TG 'TG '+ )—
= —,

' g't; G&tJG);+ —,
' g' t; Gjt&GJktkGk+ —,

' g' t, GJt, G,ktkGkttIGt;+ (5.8)

It is clear that the evaluation of Eq. (S.3) or (5.8) can
only be carried out within an approximation. Because of
the self-consistency condition, Eq. (2.2), the Green func-
tion obtained in the CPA is exact to order t, hence the
CPA provides a particularly well-suited medium for the

summations in Eq. (5.3). At the first level of this ap-
proximation, all sites outside a given cluster C„are tak-
en as being occupied by effective-medium (CPA)
"atoms. " In other words, the true configurational aver-
ages of E,'" . . . ; (Jc ) are replaced with the values as-
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EcpA=EcpA+QVi 5ci+pg Vij 6ci5ci

+ —,'g" VJ'k'6c;5c, 6cq+
i,j,k

(5.9)

where EcpA is the contribution of the CPA medium, i.e.,
it is the term arising from G, and the various V;";i12 n

are RECI defined in Eq. (4.14). This equation is the cen
tral result of this paper. It shows that in the CPA ap-
proximation the configurational energy of an alloy can
be calculated within the ECM as a sum of irreducible,
renormalized cluster interactions associated with clusters

sumed by the interchange energies of an n-site cluster
embedded in a CPA medium. Calling this the CPA ap-
proximation for the configurational energy, we now
write

of atoms embedded in a CPA effective medium In the
case of monatomic lattices the one-body contribution
vanishes identically since +6c;:—0.

As mentioned earlier, the CPA can be expected to
yield quite accurate results for most systems of physical
interest. At the same time, Eq. (5.8) allows one to calcu-
late the corrections to the various parts, V'"', in a
straightforward way, and in this sense, contributions of
Auctuations beyond those consistent with the CPA can
be taken into account. As is probably evident by now,
these contributions to V" arise from fluctuations out-
side the cluster C„and their inclusion leads to fully re-
normalized effective cluster interactions [see Eqs. (3.13)
and following discussion]. We illustrate these comments
by evaluating explicitly the lowest-order contribution to
the disorder energy, EcpA, and to V ' and V~ '. Upon
using the CPA condition in conjunction with Eq. (5.8),

we obtain the lowest-order correction to the term V0.

E
Vo= ™-,'c(1—c) J (5t) g(G,', GJ, )dE+ (5.10}

giving the alloy disorder energy according to Eq. (3.15). [Note that this correction arises from the last term in Eq.
(3.1 la}.]

Similarly, we obtain the FRECI

l F
V,'''= Vi''+ Im (2c —1)c(1—c) (6t) g(G,'"G';) dE +2' 00

(5.11)

and

EF
V,''=V '+ —Im c(l —c) f (5t) g(G,'qGq~) dE

7T 00 k

(5.12)

Expressions for corrections to higher-order FRECI can
be obtained along similar lines. %'e emphasize again
that the quantities V'"' are approximations to the exact
quantities E'"' in Eq. (5.3) whose accuracy can be ex-
pected to increase rapidly as more of the fluctuations of
the medium are taken into account (higher-order correc-
tions are included). At the same time, given the accura-
cy of the CPA medium, it may not be necessary to in-
clude more than the lowest-order contributions, and
those even rarely.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have used the formalism of the preceding sections
to carry out numerical calculations of cluster interac-
tions with respect to one-d™ns~onal single-band TB al-
loys, and with respect to a more-realistic, multiband TB
Hamiltonian with parameters chosen to describe the al-
loy Pd0. 75+0.25 ~

A. One-dimensional calculations

Figure 1 depicts the renormalized effective nearest-
neighbor pair interaction, Eq. (4.4), as a function of the
Fermi energy for the case of a one-dimensional TB alloy,
calculated within the GPM, the ECM (both shown as
the solid curve), and the formalism of CW (dotted
curve). In this case the GPM and the ECM yield practi-
cally indistinguishable results which differ only slightly
from those obtained in the CW method. Thus, for this
alloy, Vj ——U;z' —-S ' and the general expansion, Eq.
(4. 14), converges essentially after the first term.

Effective cluster interactons for three-site clusters cal-
culated in the ECM (solid curve) and the GPM are
shown in Fig. 2. In this case the lowest-order GPM
term, which is proportional to (5t), is only slightly
different from the ECM result, and converges rapidly to
it upon inclusion of the next two terms in the expansion.
Such strong convergence is quite similar to that found in
the case of more-realistic three-dimensional calculations
discussed in Sec. VI B.
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B. Three-dimensional calculations

FIG. 1. GPM and ECM nearest-neighbor erat'ective pair in-
teractions (solid curve) and CW correlation function (dotted
curve) for a one-dimensional-model TB alloy. Here,
c& ———c.~ ——3.0, and 8 =1.0, in arbitrary units. In all figures
cluster interactions are plotted as a function of the Fermi ener-
gy EF.

metals of 8 =11.04 in canonical units. For a typical
bandwidth of 5 eV the canonical energy unit taking into
account orbital and spin degeneracy is roughly equal to
4.5 eV.

The evaluation of the various Green functions enter-
ing the calculation, i.e., G;; and G;~, were carried out us-
ing the recursion method with ten levels of a con-
tinued fraction. Figure 3 shows the species resolved and
total CPA DOS (upper panel), along with ECM
configurational DOS's (lower panel) for pairs of atoms at
nearest-neighbor sites embedded in the CPA medium.
The total integrated DOS in the CPA (dotted curve) is
also shown, normalized to 1.0. Similarly, Fig. 4 depicts
the configurational DOS's for three sites forming an
equilateral triangle. The upper panel shows the DOS's
associated with a Pd atom for various configurations of
the remaining two sites along with the CPA integrated
DOS. Analogous results for a V atom are shown in the

Q.4

(a)
Figures 3 —10 contain results obtained for the case of

fcc, paramagnetic transition metal alloys described by a
TB d-band Hamiltonian. The TB parameters chosen in
these calculations, the site-diagonal terms c, ,

"', and the
nearest-neighbor hopping integrals 8'"', reproduce quite
satisfactorily the density-of-states curves for Pdp 75Vp 2g

obtained on the basis of fully self-consistent Kor-
ringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent-potential-approximation
(KKR-CPA) calculations with muffin-tin potentials (see
II). Here, we have set Epd =0.0 Ev =3. 12,
W = —1.385, W =

~

W"
~

2.0, W " =0.0. These
parameters lead to a common bandwidth for the fcc pure
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FIG. 2. ECM re normalized three-site interaction (solid
curve) and the lowest-order term in the GPM expansion (dot-
ted curve) for the same model one-dimensional alloy described
in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. (a) Total CPA and species resolved DOS for
PdQ 75VQ 75 alloys, corresponding to the parameters specified in
the text. (b) Configurational DOS for nearest-neighbor pairs
evaluated in the ECM for PdQ75VQ Q5 alloys. The integrated
DOS (dotted curve) is also shown. Here, and in all subsequent
figures, the DOS's are normalized to 1.0.
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FIG. 4. Configurational DOS for nearest-neighbor triangu-
lar clusters evaluated in the ECM for the alloy specified in Fig.
3: (a) Pd DOS for three Pd atoms (solid curve), two Pd and
one V atom (dashed curve), and Pd with two V atoms (dashed-
dotted curve); (b) results analogous to those of (a) but with the
roles of Pd and V atoms interchanged.

FIG. 5. ECM densities of states for clusters of Pd atoms in
the Pd075Vo 7~ alloy: (a) two nearest-neighbor Pd atom DOS
(solid curve), equilateral nearest-neighbor triangle DOS (dashed
curve), and nearest-neighbor tetrahedron DOS (dashed-dotted
curve). (b) DOS for pure Pd (solid curve) and that for a Pd
atom surrounded by 12 nearest-neighbor Pd atoms (dotted
curve). Note the similarity of the dotted curve to the DOS for
pure Pd shown in (b).

lower panel. The effects of local environment, SRO
effects, are clearly illustrated in Fig. 5, which depicts the
DOS on a Pd site "surrounded" by ever increasing num-
bers of Pd atoms. Note that the DOS for a Pd atom sur-
rounded by 12 Pd near neighbors resembles quite closely
that of pure Pd. Thus, the center of a nearest-neighbor
cluster is still influenced by the medium surrounding the
cluster, but this influence can be expected to diminish
with increasing cluster size. These figures indicate that
different cluster configurations do indeed yield quantita-
tively different DOS s which, however, are qualitatively
quite similar and numerically very close to one another.
Consequently, one may expect the corresponding
effective interactions to be small, as they depend on com-
binations of integrals of the integrated DOS for the vari-
ous configurations.

Cluster interactions U J' and renormalized effective
pair interactions V~ calculated, respectively, in the
GPM and ECM for nearest-neighbor sites are shown in

Fig. 6. The thick solid curve depicts the RECI for a
pair calculated in the ECM, while the other curves ex-
hibit various contributions of the GPM expansion, Eq.
(3.14). Thus, the terms u,~

I, u,&, v;~z I, and u~ I, which are
expressed in terms of the corresponding powers of 6t,
i.e., v'"' —(5t )", are shown by the thin solid, dash-dotted,
dashed, and dotted curves, respectively. Several impor-
tant characteristic features of ECI can be distinguished
in Fig. 6.

First, it is seen that the various terms v~", n ~2, are
several factors smaller than the leading term v,z

', which
in turn is extremely similar to the renormalized ECM re-
sult (thick solid curve). These higher-order terms enter
the summation, Eq. (3.14), for the effective pair interac-
tions multiplied by numerically small, concentration-
dependent factors and their overall significance in the
final summation decreases rapidly with increasing order
n. Thus, the lowest-order term gives an extremely accu-
rate representation of the sum and indicates that the
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FIG. 6. Effective pair interactions, for the Pdp 7&Vp 2& alloy
calculated in the GPM and ECM. The GPM contributions as-
sociated with (6t )' for n =2, 4, 6, and 8 are shown by the thin
solid, dashed-dotted, dashed, and dotted curves, respectively.
The renormalized ECM effective pair interaction is shown by
the thick solid line.

FIG. 8. Cluster interactions for three sites aligned along the
(110) direction in the fcc Pdp 75Vp 25 alloy. The dashed curve
represents the summation of the GPM expansion to sixth or-
der, while the solid curve shows the renormalized ECM
effective interaction.

GPM is a valid, rapidly convergent perturbation expan-
sion based on the "small" expansion parameter ! G;~5t

~

.
Second, the effective pair interactions, as well as the in-
dividual GPM terms, for near-neighbor and more-distant
pairs (see following figures), exhibit considerable struc-
ture as a function of the Fermi energy. This structure

6.0,

4.Q

2.0

0.0

—2.0

—4.0

—6.0
—8.0 —4.Q 8.0

FIG. 7. Renormalized effecti ve pair interactions in the
Pdp 75Vp 2~ alloy nearest neighbors (thick solid curve), third
nearest neighbors (dotted curve), and fourth nearest neighbors
(dashed curve) calculated in the ECM. These curves are prac-
tically indistinguishable from those obtained to second order in
the GPM expansion. The vanishingly small fourth-order GPM
contribution to second nearest-neighbor interaction is shown
by the thin solid curve.

can be expected on the basis of a moment analysis '

which yields the number of zeros of these functions. Be-
cause of this structure, phase stability depends greatly
on the value of the Fermi energy, with the most stable
structure often being determined by the predominant
pair interactions at a particular value of EF.

The last point is amply illustrated by the result depict-
ed in Fig. 7, which sho~s effective pair interactions for
second (thick solid curve), third (dashed curve), and
fourth (dotted curve) neighbor pairs calculated in the
ECM. These results are indistinguishable from those
corresponding to the lowest-order GPM expansion as in-
dicated by the vanishingly small contribution U;I

' (thin
solid curve) to the second-nearest-neighbor pair interac-
tion. It is to be pointed out that these interactions are
an order of magnitude smaller than those for nearest-
neighbor pairs. However, because of the variation with
EF these interactions can be quite important in deter-
mining the ordering properties of a binary alloy; they
are, for example, the sole determining factor of phase
stability for values of EF at which the nearest-neighbor
effective pair interactions go through zero.

Effective cluster interactions for three-site clusters ar-
ranged linearly and in the form of an equilateral triangle
of nearest-neighbor distances are shown in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively. It is seen in these figures that the linear ar-
rangement yields effective interactions of the same order
of magnitude as the nearest-neighbor pair, and about an
order of magnitude larger than that of the equilateral
triangle. Again, the GPM expansion converges rapidly
toward the renormalized ECM result as is easily inferred
from a comparison of the solid (ECM) and dashed (sum-
mation to sixth order in GPM) curves in Fig. g. Some of
the lowest-order contributions to the GPM curves are
shown explicitly in the Appendix. The structure of the
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10.0—
agrams for binary alloys. Such applications are current-
ly under consideration and results will be presented in
future publications.

5.0 VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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curves in these figures can also be anticipated on the
strength of a moment analysis, with the implication to-
ward phase stability being similar to that with respect to
pair interactions. Finally, Fig. 10 shows renormalized
(ECM) effective interactions for a tetrahedral arrange-
ment of sites. The magnitude of these interactions are
small, being comparable to those of the triangle, Fig. 9,
while the structure, e.g. , number of zeros, increases as
expected with increasing number of sites.

Effective cluster interactions, such as the ones exhibit-
ed in this section, can be used in the study of phase sta-
bility and in the construction of coherent alloy phase di-

0.005
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—0.00 5—
—8.0 —4.0 0.0

I
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FICs. 10. Renormalized cluster interactions for a tetrahedral
cluster of sites in the Pdp 75Vp ~5 alloy calculated in the ECM.

FIG. 9. Cluster interactions for three sites forming an equi-
lateral nearest-neighbor triangle in fcc alloy Pdp 75Vp 25. The
solid curve depicts the renormalized effective interaction calcu-
lated in the ECM, and is to be compared to the summation of
the lowest order in the GPM expansion (dashed curve). The
contributions of two of those orders, corresponding to (6t)'
and (6t ) are shown by the dashed-'dotted and the dotted
curves, respectively.

The most important result of this paper is summarized
in Eqs. (5.9)—(5.12), which give an expansion of the
configurational energy in terms of irreducible, fully re-
normalized effective cluster interactions. These interac-
tions can be expected to become smaller with increasing
cluster size, resulting in a rapidly convergent expansion
in Eq. (5.9).

It may be helpful to reiterate and summarize the vari-
ous different types of interactions which have figured in
different stages of our discussion. The basic units of an
expansion of the energy are the cluster interactions
which occur in Eq. (3.4). These are configuration-
dependent quantities and are meaningful in connection
with multicomponent alloys. In the case of binary al-
loys, use of the CPA allows one to cast this expansion
into different forms. By combining together terms of the
same order, we obtain the GPM expansion in terms of
efFective cluster interactions (ECI). These are the terms
U;,".'. . & defined in Eq. (3.7). The summation to all orders
n of these ECI yields the renormalized effective cluster
interactions (RECI) obtained in the ECM by means of
Eq. (4.14). These are precisely the interactions entering
Eq. (5.9). Finally, fully renormalized effective cluster in-
teractions (FRECI) are defined by means of Eqs.
(5.10)—(5.12) and their obvious extensions to higher or-
der. These latter quantities yield a rapidly converging
expansion for the configurational energy. This expan-
sion is numerically identical to that obtained in the com-
plete summation of the fully renormalized GPM expan-
sion. Note, in particular, that the correction terms in
Eqs. (5.10)—(5.12) are "GPM-like, " i.e., they are given in
terms of powers of 6tG ' and of c, and are associated
with specific sets of sites and paths connecting these
sites.

We have summarized, and compared formally and by
means of calculations, three different methods which can
be used in the study of alloy phase formation and stabili-
ty. The method of concentration waves was briefly ex-
amined and compared to that of the GPM and of the
ECM. At least for the case of the model systems used in
this comparison these three methods were found to yield
very similar results for the effective pair interactions.
The CW formalism allows the study of long-range-order
effects and the prediction of coherent ordered structures.
Compared to the GPM and the ECM it has the advan-
tage of being consistent with the mean-field condition of
the CPA and the theory of linear response to
infinitesimal fluctuations.

This condition is violated in the GPM and the ECM
which treat finite fluctuations away from the CPA medi-
um. Compared to the CW approach, these methods al-
low a more rigorous treatment of short-range order and
of nonlinear effects, but at the expense of inconsistency
with the underlying mean-field nature of the CPA.
Thus, the CW method on the one hand, and those of the
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GPM and ECM on the other, appear to be complemen-
tary, i.e, applicable to different limiting regions of the
relevant physical parameters.

The connection between the GPM and the ECM in
terms of effective cluster interactions was clarified in
Secs. III and IV. As was shown in Sec. IV, the ECM
provides the complete summation to all orders of the
effective interactions associated with specific clusters.
These summations naturally lead to renormalized and
fully renormalized effective cluster interactions and to
rapidly convergent expansions of the configurational en-
ergy.

Most of the results obtained in this paper are applic-
able only to binary alloys and are explicitly based on the
use of the CPA. Of course, configuration-dependent
cluster interactions in multicomponent alloys can always
be defined for specific clusters by means of Eq. (3.5).
These could be used within appropriate models in the
study of phase stability of disordered multicomponent
systems. However, the rather attractive description in
terms of configuration-independent effective cluster in-
teractions does not seem to be applicable to such alloys.

The use of the CPA is quite crucial to the formalism
presented here. It allows the use of Eq. (2.13) on which
many formal manipulations are based. Thus, even
though a charge self-consistent cluster theory could, in
principle, be constructed within the ECM, such a theory
would not be consistent with many of the rigorous ex-
pressions derived in Sec. III and IV. A charge self-
consistent ECM calculation should be approached with
care.

Although the discussion in this paper was given pri-
marily in terms of a rather simplified, single-band TB
Hamiltonian with only diagonal disorder, several gen-
eralizations are evidently possible with only minimum
effort. Multiband systems even in the presence of ODD
can be treated within essentially the same formalism as
single-band alloys, but with some increase in computa-
tional labor. More importantly, the methods presented
in this paper are also applicable to alloys describable by
more-realistic Hamiltonians such as those of mu%n-tin
type. Finally, these methods can also be applied' to the
study of phase stability of reduced symmetry systems
such as surfaces and interfaces in realistic systems, using

corresponding expressions ' for the medium Green
functions.

The cluster interactions discussed in this paper hold
the promise of allowing a true first-principles study of al-
loy phase stability and the construction of alloy phase
diagrams. Applications along these lines are currently
under way.
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APPENDIX

Equation (4.4) represents the summation of all terms
in the GPM expansion, Eq. (3.76), which involves only
two sites. As a further example of the GPM expansion,
we present expressions for the terms up to sixth order in
the GPM series associated with three sites. We consider
explicitly the cases in which the three sites form a linear
chain along the [110]direction, and an equilateral trian-
gle of nearest neighbors in an fcc lattice.

For simplicity and ease of presentation we replace the
subscripts which enter the expression v~k'. . . I by an ex-
plicit set of n straight lines connecting the sites in a
given order. Thus, these straight lines represent the
propagator paths in Eq. (3.7). For example, the term
G 'j Gj which enters the definition of v J

' is represented
by two short lines so that we can write v~ '=v' '. Simi-
larly, the term 6'k Gk'G'j Gj' for i, j, and k along a
straight line is represented by two long lines and two
short lines so that this particular path will contribute to
v k' in the form v' '

1. The linear arrangement of three sites

The GPM expansion for three sites arranged on a line
along the (110) direction in an fcc lattice carried to sixth
order has the form

V~~ =-2u' ' +2(1—2c)u'"' +(1—2c)v' ' +2(l —2c) v' ' +4(l —2c) u' ' +4(1—2c) v

+2(1—2c)(1—3c+3c')(u' +u' ' +v )+ (Al)

2. An equilateral triangle

For the case of three sites arranged in the form of an equilateral triangle we obtain

V, =2 '" +3(1—2 )
' ' -+6(1—2 )

' +4(1 —2 )
' ' +6(1—2 )(1—3 +3 ) + (A2)

We note that the complete summations of the series (Al) and (A2) is given by the ECM expression, Eq. (4.14), applied
to the appropriate set of sites. The partially summed expressions (Al) and (A2) were used to calculate the CsPM re-
normalized interactions depicted in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.
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